The Roentgen Fund®

Make a Difference

Thanks to the generosity of ARRS members like you, The Roentgen Fund® promotes excellence in
radiology and education through annual award and scholarship initiatives. Since its inception,
The Roentgen Fund® has granted millions of dollars to hundreds of talented radiologists. Today,
the generosity of the Fund's donors supports six core scholarship and fellowship programs as well
as the ARRS Clinician Educator Development Program, resident awards, Introduction to Academic
Radiology, and the ARRS Distinguished Educator Award.

With your tax-deductible gift, The Roentgen Fund® can continue to promote innovation and
research that will advance radiology for the next generation. In honor of your generous support,
ARRS offers a range of acknowledgements to benefactors.

BENEFACTOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Your Generous Contribution at Work
When you contribute to The Roentgen Fund®, you are supporting the scholarly and scientiﬁc
pursuits of young investigators and professionals who are charting the course for radiology’s
future. From medical professionalism to clinician education and scientiﬁc research, your generosity
will have an enduring impact on the specialty.

CONDUCTING ESSENTIAL RADIOLOGY RESEARCH
The ARRS Scholarship supports the opportunity to study a specific field in radiology that enables the
scholar to pursue scientific research with the possibility of changing the way radiology is practiced.

“The ARRS Scholarship allowed
me to focus on research involving
early-phase clinical trials
evaluating functional imaging,
which is an imaging technique
that displays the anatomy and
function of the breast, as a
precision tool combined with a
newly developed tracer for PET/CT scans. By looking at
these images, we hope to measure or predict a biologic
outcome like tumor progression by seeing which women
have cancer cells that are actively growing. Early results
from an ongoing clinical trial indicate that we are able
to measure cancer cell growth with a functional imaging
study shortly after a patient is diagnosed with cancer.
This may be a key in helping select the best treatment for
patients. We can have the right patient receive the right
treatment for the best response.”

“This opportunity gave me resources
and mentorship that formed my
critical stepping stones. My ARRS work
of penumbral imaging led to two
career development awards (2014
CTSA CT2 and 2015 CTSA KL2), which
further solidified my research path in
stroke imaging. As part of the ARRS
award, I also completed my master’s program in clinical and
translational research, which included structured education on
study design and biostatistics. Since my ARRS Scholarship, I
have expanded my local and national network of collaborators
and secured consistent funding through the NIH and industry.
Furthermore, the ARRS Scholarship laid the foundation for
my leadership and career development. I will forever be
indebted to The Roentgen Fund®, which not only gave me the
financial resources, but also an incredible support system and a
nurturing environment, thus setting me up for success.”

ELIZABETH MCDONALD, MD, PHD

ACHALA VAGAL, MD, MS

2016 ARRS/PHILIPS SCHOLAR
University of Pennsylvania

2012 ARRS/ELIO BRACCO SCHOLAR
University of Cincinnati Medical Center

“Since my ARRS Scholarship, I have expanded my local and national network of
collaborators and secured consistent funding through the NIH and industry.”
—Achala Vagal, MD, MS
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Premium Thank-You Gift

Honor a Colleague or Mentor
The Roentgen Fund® Honorary Lecture
The Roentgen Fund® Honorary Lecture is the perfect way for you to pay tribute to
someone special through a high-proﬁle event at the ARRS Annual Meeting. By making a
tax-deductible contribution of $10,000, a lecture selected from the established meeting
program will be designated for the honoree in marketing materials, meeting signs, and
more. Learn more at www.arrs.org/HonoraryLecture.

“Contributions to The Roentgen Fund ® support the
next generation of scholars and researchers who will
improve the specialty of radiology.”
—Charles E. Kahn, Jr., MD, MS
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Spotlight Recognition
These special forms of benefactor acknowledgement include a photo of the donor’s choice,
accompanied by a statement of 150 characters.
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ARRS President’s Reception

Spotlight Recognition in
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This special event takes place during the ARRS Annual Meeting and welcomes the incoming
president. Benefactors who qualify for this acknowledgement may attend with a guest to mingle
with ARRS leadership, scholars, faculty, and fellows.
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ARRS Executive Council Dinner
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This elegant VIP dinner and reception features an evening of live entertainment and socializing
with prominent radiology leaders from around the world. Benefactors who qualify for this
acknowledgement may attend with a guest to enjoy one of radiology’s most enchanting
evenings of the year.

“Our profession needs a consistent input of new talent, and
The Roentgen Fund ® allows us to promote such new talent
to the benefit of radiology.”
—Anton N. Hasso, MD

www.arrs.org/RoentgenFund

